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Weak singlet charged scalar exists in many new physics models beyond the Standard Model. In
this work we show that a light singlet charged scalar with mass above 65 GeV is still allowed by
the LEP and LHC data. The interactions of the singlet charged scalar with the Standard Model
particles are described by operators up to dimension-5. Dominant decay modes of the singlet charged
scalar are obtained, and a subtlety involving field redefinition and gauge fixing due to a dimension-5
operator is also clarified. We demonstrate that it is promising to observe the singlet charged scalar
at the LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Charged scalar is an undoubted signal of new physics
(NP) beyond the Standard Model (SM). Many searches
for charged scalars have been carried out at colliders and
most of them focus on the charged scalars arising from
either weak doublets or triplets. Doublet charged scalars
have been widely discussed, and a prominent example
would be the charged Higgs in the Two Higgs Doublet
Model (THDM) [1, 2]. A combined analysis of all Large
Electron Positron Collider (LEP) results shows that such
a charged Higgs is excluded up to a mass of around
80 GeV [3]. The discussion on the weak triplet case,
such as doubly charged scalars in the Georgi-Machacek
model [4] and Type-II seesaw models [5–9], can be found,
e.g., in Refs. [10–13]. Unfortunately, a dedicated study
on the collider phenomenology of the weak-singlet singly-
charged scalar S is still missing, especially it is unclear
whether the above lower bound for the doublet charged
Higgs also applies to the singlet case.
Similar to the doublet and triplet cases, the singlet
charged scalar also exists in many NP models. The
quantum number of the singlet charged scalar S under
the SM gauge group is (1,1)−1, where the first and
second numbers inside the parenthesis indicate the
quantum numbers of SU(3)C and SU(2)L, respectively,
and the subscript denotes the hypecharge. It carries a
unit of electric charge under the convention ofQ = I3+Y .
Therefore, the singlet charged scalar can be the right-
handed slepton in supersymmetric models [14], or it
can exist in lots of radiative neutrino mass models at
one-loop [15], two-loop [16, 17], or three-loop [18, 19]
level. Some of the radiative neutrino mass models are
depicted in Fig. 1. See Refs. [20, 21] for recent works on
searching for the singlet charged scalar within neutrino
mass models. For simplicity, here we assume that the
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FIG. 1. Examples of radiative neutrino mass models that
contain the singlet charged scalar S ∼ (1,1)−1. The gauge
quantum numbers of the SM fields are: H ∼ (1,2)1/2, `L ∼
(1,2)−1/2 and eR ∼ (1,1)−1. (a) The one-loop model from
Ref. [15], where D ∼ (1,2)1/2 is another scalar doublet. (b)
The two-loop model from Ref. [16], where a singlet doubly
charged field κ ∼ (1,1)−2 is also present. (c) The three-loop
model from Ref. [19], which has two singlet charged scalars
S1,2 ∼ (1,1)−1, and a right-handed Majorana neutrino NR ∼
(1,1)0.
singlet charged scalar is the only light NP particule
with the mass around the electroweak scale, while other
possible NP particles are heavy and have little impact on
the phenomenology at low energy.
The renormalizable Lagrangian involving S is
Ldim−4S ⊃ (DµS)†DµS −m2S |S|2 −
λS
2
|S†S|2
−λSHS†SH†H +
(
fαβ`Lα`
c
LβS + h.c.
)
, (1)
where mS is the mass of the singlet charged scalar,
and λS and λSH are the quartic couplings describing
the self-interaction of S and the interaction with the
SM Higgs doublet H = (H+, H0)T , respectively. We
denote `L as the lepton doublet in the SM while `
c
L its
charge conjugated field. The coupling fαβ (for α, β =
1, 2, 3) needs to be anti-symmetric on the family indices
α and β due to Fermi-Dirac statistics. The presence
of the interaction ¯`L`
c
LS would induce large charged
lepton flavor violation [22], which is severely constrained
by the muon (g − 2) [23, 24] and lepton rare decay
data [25, 26]. Following Refs. [22, 27], we obtain the
constraints |feτfµτ |, |feµfµτ |, |feµfeτ | . O(10−5). For
simplicity, we assume that all fαβ ’s are highly suppressed
such that the ¯`L`
c
LS term is negligible in comparison with
the dimension-5 operators discussed below.
At dimension-5, there exist three types of operators
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2that involves both the scalar S and the SM fields. Some
operators are redundant and can be reduced with the
help of the equations of motion (EOMs).
The first type involves two singlet charged scalars and
two SM fermion fields, i.e., e¯Re
c
RSS, with eR standing for
the right-handed lepton field. The operator is irrelevant
for searching for singlet charged scalar at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) 1.
The second type of dimension-5 operators is made of
two SM fermions and one singlet charged scalar field, i.e.,
QLHuRS, QLH˜dRS
† and `LH˜eRS
†, where H˜ = iσ2H
∗,
QL is the left-handed quark doublet, and uR and dR are
respectively the up- and down-type right-handed quark
singlets. Although one could write down other fermionic
operators with one derivative, they can be reduced to the
above three operators using EOMs.
The last type of dimension-5 operators is purely
bosonic. After removing those operators that have two
derivatives’ acting on a single field (hence reducible with
EOMs), we end up with only two options:
(DµH˜)
†(DµH)S†, H˜†DµHDµS. (2)
The first operator vanishes because of Bose statistics.
The second operator OB ≡ H˜†DµHDµS, when
expanding out the covariant derivatives, yields
gg′√
2
W+µ B
µH0H0S, − ig√
2
W+µ H
0H0∂µS, (3)
where W+µ (Bµ) is the gauge field of the SM gauge group
SU(2)L (U(1)Y), with the gauge coupling dentoed as
g (g′). After the spontaneous symmetry breaking of
SU(2)L, the Higgs field develops a vacuum expectation
value (VEV) as H0 → (v + h)/√2, where v and h
represent the electroweak VEV and the physical Higgs
field, respectively. The interactions in Eq. (3) then
lead to pure bosonic decay modes of S, if kinematically
allowed, e.g.,
S− →W−Z(γ), W−h, W−hZ(γ), (4)
where Z is the neutral gauge field in the SM electroweak
interactions, and γ stands for the photon field. Here, we
denote S as S− to keep the electric charge manifest (also
S† as S+ hereafter).
On the other hand, a relation,
0 = (DµH˜)
†(DµH)S = Dµ(H˜†DµH)S − H˜†(DµDµH)S
= ∂µ(H˜
†DµHS)− H˜†DµHDµS − H˜†(DµDµH)S,
shows that H˜†DµHDµS is equivalent to H˜†(DµDµH)S.
The latter operator can be reduced to the second type of
operators involving fermions using the EOM of the Higgs
1 But it can be probed, if an e−e− collider were built [28].
field. Apparently, none of those fermion-type operators
could yield the decay modes listed in Eq. (4). We then
confront with a paradox that two equivalent operators
yield different decay modes!
The paradox is resolved as follows. After the
spontaneous symmetry breaking, the operator OB yields
the two-point vertices of
v√
2
(
∂µH
+∂µS− − igv
2
W+µ ∂
µS−
)
+ h.c. . (5)
The first term indicates a kinetic mixing between
the charged Goldstone component H+ of the SM
Higgs field and the scalar S+, and the second term
suggests revisiting gauge-fixing in the conventional Rξ
quantization procedure. After proper treatments of field
redefinition and gauge fixing, we find that those “fake”
decay channels in Eq. (4) vanish 2. To illustrate this, we
begin with the relevant terms in the Lagrangian
L ⊃ (DµH)†(DµH) +DµS+DµS−
−m2SS+S− +
(
C5
Λ
OB + h.c.
)
, (6)
where C5 denotes the Wilson coefficient of OB , and
Λ stands for the cutoff scale of effective field theory.
Expanding out the covariant derivatives associated with
the Higgs field and the scalar S, we obtain two-point
vertices as follows:
L2-point ⊃ ∂µH+∂µH− + ∂µS+∂µS− −m2SS+S−
− igv
2
W+µ ∂
µH− + h.c.
+
C5
Λ
v√
2
(
∂µH
+∂µS− − igv
2
W+µ ∂
µS−
)
+ h.c..
We then deal with the gauge fixing issue first. Defining
sθ = C5v/(
√
2Λ) as a small expansion number that would
be kept only at linear order, we rotate the fields of S±
and H± as (
G±1
G±2
)
=
(
1 sθ
−sθ 1
)(
H±
S±
)
, (7)
which transforms the above two-point interactions into
L2-point ⊃ (∂µG+1 ∂µG+2 )( 1 sθsθ 1
)(
∂µG
−
1
∂µG
−
2
)
− (G+1 G+2 )( 0 sθm2Ssθm2S m2S
)(
G−1
G−2
)
−igv
2
W+µ ∂
µG−1 + h.c. . (8)
2 A similar conclusion of vanishing decay modes from high-
dimensional operators is pointed out in Ref. [29], and the gauge
fixing issue in the SM effective field theory is investigated in
Ref. [30] recently.
3Now G±1 is the only field coupling with the gauge boson
W±µ , and therefore choosing proper gauge fixing terms as
LGF ⊃− 1
ξ
(∂µW−µ + iξ
gv
2
G−1 )(∂
µW+µ − iξ
gv
2
G+1 ), (9)
with ξ being the gauge fixing parameter, cancels out the
term W+µ ∂
µG−1 in Eq. (8), so that the issue of gauge
fixing is resolved. Next, we diagonalize the kinetic mixing
matrix of G±1,2, make it canonical and finally diagonalize
the mass matrix. The whole procedure results in a field
redefinition of (
G±1
G±2
)
=
(
1 0
−sθ 1
)(
S±1
S±2
)
, (10)
which leads to
L ⊃ ∂µS+1 ∂µS−1 +∂µS+2 ∂µS−2 − ξm2WS+1 S−1 −m2SS+2 S−2 .
The physical particle S±2 with mass mS is then
seperated from the Goldstone field S±1 with unphysical
gauge-dependent mass
√
ξmW . In all, we obtain a
transformation matrix (not unitary) that turns the fields
in the interaction states to those in physical states,(
H±
S±
)
=
(
1 −sθ
0 1
)(
S±1
S±2
)
. (11)
With the above transformation, below we prove the
bosonic modes of S decay listed in Eq. (4) indeed vanish.
First, consider S±2 → W±(Z/γ). This channel can be
read out from OB via
C5
Λ
OB ⊃ sθ gg
′
2
vW+µ (cWA
µ − sWZµ)S−2 + h.c. . (12)
Using H± = S±1 − sθS±2 , we also obtain a similar term
from the SM sector,
(DµH)
†DµH ⊃ −sθ gg
′
2
vW+µ (cWA
µ − sWZµ)S−2 + h.c..
(13)
The two terms cancel out each other exactly.
Second, consider S±2 → W±h. The channel originates
from the operator
C5
Λ
OB ⊃ −igsθW+µ h∂µS−2 + h.c.. (14)
The counter part from the SM sector is given by
(DµH)
†DµH ⊃ ig
2
sθW
+
µ (h∂
µS−2 −∂µhS−2 )+h.c. . (15)
Their sum reads
− ig
2
sθW
+
µ ∂
µ(hS−2 ) + h.c. =
ig
2
sθ(∂
µW+µ )hS
−
2 + h.c.,
(16)
which is zero for an on-shell W±. Therefore, there is no
S±2 →W±h channel as well.
Finally, consider S±2 → W±hZ(γ). For convenience
we choose the unitary gauge (ξ → ∞), in which only
physical fields such as S±2 , W
± and h exist. Then, the
four-point contact interaction presented in
C5
Λ
OB ⊃ gg
′sθ
2
h(S+2 W
−
µ + S
−
2 W
+
µ )(cWA
µ − sWZµ),
where cW = cos θW and sW = sin θW with θW being the
Weinberg angle, contributes to the decay. That leads to
an amplitude of
iM1 = igg
′sθ
2
∗W · (cW ∗γ − sW ∗Z), (17)
where ’s are the polarization vectors of the external
fields. Besides, there is a second diagram in which S±2
splits into h and W± through the vertex in Eq. (16) and
Z/γ radiates from the W boson. Defining q = pW +pZ/γ
with pW and pZ/γ being the extermal momenta of W
and Z/γ, respectively, the second diagram yields an
amplitude of
iM2 = − igsθ
2
qσ
i(−gσν + qσqνm2W )
q2 −m2W
ig(cW 
∗
Zρ + sW 
∗
γρ)
∗
Wµ
×[(q + pW )ρgµν − (pZ/γ + q)µgρν − (pW − pZ/γ)νgρµ]
= − igg
′sθ
2
∗W · (cW ∗γ − sW ∗Z). (18)
The total amplitude of S±2 → W±(Z/γ)h thus vanishes.
Other purely bosonic decay channels can be shown to
be absent similarly. Hence, we can indeed trade OB
for a combination of fermion-type operators, which only
lead to fermionic decay modes of S±. The Equivalence
Theorem in effective field theory [31, 32] is thus explicitly
verified in the effective filed theory with the scalar S±.
One may wonder what would happen if the operator
OB were kept while eliminating one of the fermion-type
operators, say, µLH˜µRS
†, as according to Equivalence
Theorem in effective field theory there exists the freedom
of choosing which set of operators are independent.
Removing µLH˜eRS
† seems that we do not have the decay
mode of S+ → µ+νµ at a first glance. However, due
to the fact that the H+ component of the SM Higgs
field now has some S+2 contribution, so that from the
SM Yukawa interaction
ν¯µLH
+µR = ν¯µL(S
+
1 − sθS+2 )µR,
the decay channel S+ → µ+νµ resurrects.
In short, there are only four independent dimension-5
operators (for one generation),
e¯Re
c
RSS, QLHuRS, QLH˜dRS
†, `LH˜eRS
†,
which give rise to the following major modes of S decay,
if kinematically allowed,
S− →
{
e−ν¯, µ−ν¯, τ−ν¯,
du¯, sc¯, bt¯.
(19)
The three-body decays are not considered as they suffer
from huge suppression of phase space.
4II. THE LEP CONSTRAINT
After specifying the dominant decay modes of S±,
we are ready to discuss constraints from the LEP data.
The constraints from electroweak oblique parameters are
weak. According to Ref. [33], at one-loop level, S± only
affects the S-parameter slightly, and does not contribute
to the T -parameter. For example, a deviation of δS =
−0.001 is obtained for mS = 70 GeV, while the current
experimental value of S-parameter is 0.05 ± 0.10 [34].
The scalar S± is produced in pair through the Drell-
Yan channel e+e−(qq¯) → γ/Z → S+S− at the LEP
(LHC), with subsequent decays into pairs of leptons or
quarks. No experiment has been carried out on searching
for the singlet charged scalar yet, but a few channels of
NP searches exhibit the same event topology and thus
can be used to constrain S±.
The LEP collaborations have searched for the charged
Higgs boson pairs in the THDM. The analysis focuses on
three types of final states, τ+νττ
−ν¯τ , cs¯τ
−ν¯τ (c¯sτ
+ντ )
and cs¯c¯s, under the assumption that B(H+ → cs¯) +
B(H+ → τ+ντ ) = 1, where B stands for the decay
branching ratio and H+ denotes the charged Higgs field
in the THDM. The assumption is valid in the THDM
as the couplings of the charged Higgs H± to the SM
fermions are proportional to the SM fermion masses. A
combined analysis of all the LEP data shows that the
charged Higgs below 80 GeV in the THDM is excluded
at the 95% confidence level [3]. Such a lower bound is
not applicable to the scalar S±, as S± could sizably decay
into electrons and muons. Nevertheless, for a given value
of mS one can still employ the LEP limits in Ref. [3] to
obtain a constraint on (Be+Bµ) , with B` standing for the
decay branching ratio to the charged lepton ` (` = e, µ).
In Figure 2 we show such excluded parameter space as
the gray shaded region. Hence a singlet charged scalar
with mass as low as 45 GeV is still allowed by the LEP
charged Higgs search as long as (Be + Bµ) & 0.7.
Another constraints on (Be+Bµ) can be obtained from
the slepton search at the LEP, where the sleptons are
produced in pair via the s-channel Drell-Yan process.
Only the same flavor dilepton final state is considered
in the LEP experiments, i.e., e+e−+ 6ET and µ+µ−+ 6ET ,
where 6 ET denotes the missing transverse momentum.
The null result is translated into an upper bound on
the cross section of the slepton pair production on the
condition that the slepton decays via only the electron
mode or the muon mode. In the translation we adopt
the LEP constraints in the case of massless neutralino,
as the neutrino in the S± decay is massless. We end up
with two constraints as follows:
σ(S+S−)B2e ≤ σ(˜`+ ˜`−)e,
σ(S+S−)B2µ ≤ σ(˜`+ ˜`−)µ, (20)
where σ(S+S−) denotes the inclusive cross section of
the charged scalar pair production while σ(˜`+ ˜`−)e,µ
represents the upper limit on the cross sections of the
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FIG. 2. Exclusion limits on the singlet charged scalar
obtained from the LEP charged Higgs pair search (gray
region) and the LEP slepton pair search (red region) at the
95% confidence level.
slepton pair production obtained in the electron mode
and muon mode at the LEP [35], respectively. We vary
Be and Bµ independently to constrain (Be + Bµ). In the
study we are interested in the allowed parameter space
of the scalar S, therefore, we obtain the maximal upper
limit of (Be +Bµ) for each mS ; see the red shaded region
in Figure 2. One then observes that a singlet charged
scalar with mS . 65 GeV is excluded by combining both
the LEP charged Higgs and slepton search results, while
a heavy charged scalar with mS > 65 GeV is still allowed
(white region). We emphasize that the bound is robust
and model-independent.
III. THE LHC PHENOMENOLOGY
At the LHC the scalars S± are produced in pair via
the Drell-Yan process qq¯ → γ/Z → S+S−. Figure 3
displays the inclusive cross section of the charged scalar
pair production as a function of mS at the 13 TeV LHC.
The cross section decreases with the mS dramatically.
Although in general S± can decay into both quarks and
leptons according to Eq. (19), because of the large QCD
backgrounds at the LHC, searching for S± via the quark
decay mode is not promising. Therefore, in this study
we focus on the lepton search modes and for simplicity
assume the charged scalars does not decay to quarks, i.e.,
B` = Be + Bµ + Bτ = 1. Our results, however, can be
easily rescaled to incorporate non-zero decay branching
ratio to quarks BJ . For instance, the cross section of the
dilepton decay mode is rescaled as σ`J = σ` (1− BJ)2,
with σ`J (σ`) being the cross section with (without) the
dijet decay channels. As the tau lepton exhibits collider
signatures different from electrons and muons, we divide
the lepton modes into the “dilepton” mode (`±`(′)∓+ 6ET
with `(′) = e, µ) and the “ditau” mode (τ±τ∓+ 6ET ),
where 6 ET denotes the missing transverse momentum
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FIG. 3. Inclusive cross section of the charged scalar pair
production as a function of mS at the 13 TeV LHC.
arising from the two invisible neutrinos.
A. The LHC constraint
First consider the existing charged Higgs search at the
LHC. Since the LEP has already excluded a charged
Higgs boson below 80 GeV in the THDM, the LHC
experiments target on the charged Higgs boson heavier
than 80 GeV [36–41], resulting in no constraint on the
scalar S± in the case of mS < 80 GeV. Moreover, in the
searches for a heavy charged Higgs boson, the charged
Higgs bosons are always assumed to be produced in
association with top quarks (motivated by the THDM),
which should be compared with the Drell-Yan production
of the scalar S±. Therefore, the existing searches for
the charged Higgs boson at the LHC yield almost no
constraints on either the low or high mass case of S±.
On the other hand, the slepton searches at the
LHC emcompass the leptonic modes of the scalar S±.
It is not a surprise as the scalar S± carries exactly
the same quantum numbers as the right-hand sleptons
under the SM gauge group. Unfortunately, the current
searches for sleptons in the dilepton mode also target
on the supersymmetric partners of electrons or muons
with masses larger than 80 GeV at the LHC [42–44].
That again imposes no constraints on Be and Bµ for
mS . 80 GeV. For the ditau mode, there does exist
searches [45, 46] designed for supersymmetric partners of
tau leptons, focusing on both low and high mass ranges.
However, the constraints on Bτ from those searches
are rather weak due to the low integrated luminosity
accumulated so far.
B. Searches in the dilepton mode
In this subsection we investigate the potential of the
13 TeV LHC on searching for the charged scalar pairs
in the dilepton mode with integrated luminosities of
100 fb−1, 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1. We use the package
FeynRules [47] to generate the UFO model file [48] for
the singlet charged scalar. For the event generation, we
choose MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [49] to generate the signal
and background events at parton level, and then employ
the packages Pythia 6 [50] and Delphes [51] for parton
shower and detector simulation, respectively. Each
background process is matched to one additional jet.
We start with the case of a light charged scalar
(mS . 80 GeV). The signal events are characterized
by two hard charged leptons (e or µ) and large 6 ET .
The main background processes are the diboson pair
production (W+W−, W±Z and ZZ), the Drell-Yan
process qq¯ → γ/Z → `±`∓ (` = e, µ, τ), tt¯ pair
production and tW associated production. In order to
mimic the collider environment, we require that both
the signal and background events exhibit exactly two
opposite-sign charged leptons (e or µ), and satisfy a set
of selection cuts [43]:
p`1T > 25 GeV, p
`2
T > 20 GeV,
|η`| < 2.5, 6ET > 35 GeV, (21)
where p`1T (p
`2
T ) denotes the transverse momentum of the
leading (sub-leading) charged lepton, and η` is the lepton
pseudo-rapidity. We further demand no hard jet activity
in the central region of detector, i.e. vetoing additional
jets satisfying pjT > 20 GeV and |ηj | < 2.8 [43]. If the
two charged leptons are of the same flavor, we require the
invariant mass of dilepton pair (m``) to be away from the
Z-pole, i.e. m`` /∈ [80, 100] GeV. Finally, the hard cut on
6ET mainly serves to suppress the Drell-Yan background
which does not have large missing transverse momentum.
For illustration, we choose a benchmark scenario of the
signal process,
mS = 70 GeV, Be = Bµ = 0.25 ,
and its production rate at the 13 TeV LHC with an
integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 is shown in the second
column of Table I.
We generate the background processes at leading order
and rescale them with proper K-factors to include higher
QCD corrections in accordance to the state-of-the-art
theoretical calculations. Specifically, we introduce a
factor of 1.2 in the signal process [52], 1.5 in the WW
process [53–56], 1.4 in the ZZ process [57, 58], 1.4 in
the WZ process [59], 1.2 in the Drell-Yan process [60],
1.8 in the tt¯ production [61, 62] and 0.9 in the tW
associated production [63–67], respectively. The numbers
of the signal and background events after the selection
cuts are shown in the third column of Table I, assuming
an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1. It yields a 3.9σ
significance of discovery potential. Since we find that
the cut efficiencies of electrons and muons are quite close
at the LHC, the results for other branching ratios of Be,µ
can be obtained by rescaling. For instance, the required
luminosity at the 13 TeV LHC to achieve 5σ discovery
6TABLE I. Numbers of the signal (mS = 70 GeV with Be =
Bµ = 0.25) and background events in the dilepton channel at
the 13 TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1.
No Cut Selection Cuts S/
√
B
mS = 70 GeV
Be = Bµ = 0.25
8.473× 103 1136 3.9
WW 1.284× 107 72700 -
ZZ 1.560× 106 170 -
WZ 5.111× 106 1210 -
Drell-Yan 8.264× 108 6500 -
tt¯ 8.320× 107 3540 -
tW 7.170× 106 2850 -
when mS = 70 GeV is given by the equation√ Ldisc
100 fb−1
×
( Be + Bµ
0.25 + 0.25
)2
× 3.9 = 5, (22)
which yields
Ldisc =
10.27 fb−1(Be + Bµ)4 . (23)
In the case of mS > 80 GeV one can further reduce the
background from the WW process by employing the MT2
variable, which is a function of the momenta of two visible
particles and the missing transverse momentum in an
event [68]. Specifically, MT2(a, b, ~p
invis
T ) is the minimum
of the function
max
{
MT (~p
a
T , 6~p1),MT (~p bT , 6~p2)
}
, (24)
subject to 6 ~p1+ 6 ~p2 = ~p invisT . Here a and b are the two
individual (or clustered) visible states from the parents
decay, 6 ~p1 and 6 ~p2 are the associated missing momenta,
and ~p invisT is the total missing transverse momentum of
the event. The transverse mass MT is defined as
MT (X, ~p
invis
T ) =
√
m2X + 2(E
X
T 6ET − ~pXT · ~p invisT ),
where X denotes the visible particle or cluster, EXT
and ~pXT represent its transverse energy and transverse
momentum, respectively. The mass of X is taken to
be mX = 0 in this study. The MT2 variable has a
characteristic feature that its distribution exhibits an
endpoint around the true mass of the parent decaying
particles, e.g., mS for the signal process and mW for the
WW background. As a result, demanding MT2 > mW
reduces most of the WW background events. Recently,
the ATLAS collaboration searched for a pair of charginos
using exactly the same event topology as our signal
process [43]. In our analysis, we follow Ref. [43] by
considering three MT2 cuts, i.e.,
MT2(`1, `2, ~p
invis
T ) > 90 GeV, 120 GeV, 150 GeV. (25)
Those hard MT2 cuts strongly suppress the SM
backgrounds. To minimize the statistical uncertainties in
TABLE II. Numbers of the signal (mS = 180 GeV with
Be = Bµ = 0.5) and background events in the dilepton
channel at the 13 TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity of
100 fb−1. The numbers of the background events are adapted
from Ref. [43].
mS = 180 GeV
Be = Bµ = 0.5
Background S/
√
B
No Cut 1208 - -
Selection Cuts 332 - -
MT2 > 90 GeV 162 959 5.2
MT2 > 120 GeV 95 220 6.4
MT2 > 150 GeV 35 100 3.5
the background, we adopt those simulation results of SM
backgrounds from the ATLAS study [43] and scale the
number of background events linearly with the integrated
luminosity. Table II shows the numbers of the signal and
background events for the case of
mS = 180 GeV, Be = Bµ = 0.5 ,
in the dilepton channel at the LHC with an integrated
luminosity of 100 fb−1. The last column displays the
discovery potential of the LHC.
Armed with the cut efficiencies of dilepton mode, we
are ready to explore the requirements on Be and Bµ to
reach a 5σ discovery or a 2σ exclusion at the 13 TeV LHC.
The criteria of 5σ discovery and 2σ exclusion are taken
to be S/
√
B > 5 and S/
√
B > 2, respectively, where
S denotes the number of signal events while B being
that of background events. Since the cut efficiencies of
electrons and muons are quite close at the LHC, we do not
distinguish the charged-lepton flavors in the final state.
The analysis on the signal process is not very sensitive
to the relative ratio between Be and Bµ. We thus project
the combined results in terms of lower limits on (Be+Bµ).
The mass of scalar S is chosen to be in the range of mS ∈
[44, 300] GeV. For each mS we consider four scenarios,
i.e., without MT2 cut and applying the three MT2 cuts in
Eq. (25) once at a time, and pick up the best sensitivity
after combining all the four scenarios. Figure 4(a) shows
the lower limits of (Be +Bµ) to reach a 5σ discovery as a
function of mS at the LHC with an integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb−1 (blue) and of 300 fb−1 (blue dashed). The
gray and red shaded regions are excluded by the charged
Higgs and slepton searches at the LEP, respectively. The
corresponding results of the 2σ exclusion are displayed
in Figure 4(b). We conclude that, by using the dilepton
mode only, one is able to discover or exclude the scalar
S± up to around 80 GeV at the high luminosity LHC.
That fills the blind spots in the previous LEP searches.
C. Searches in the ditau channel
We now turn to the ditau mode. As discussed above,
currently there exist several searches for stau scalars τ˜ at
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FIG. 4. Detection prospects for the singlet charged scalar at the 13 TeV LHC via the dilepton and ditau modes: (a) discovery
potential; (b) exclusion limits. The gray and red shaded regions are excluded by the charged Higgs and slepton searches at the
LEP, respectively.
the LHC, which can be used to constrain Bτ for both light
and heavy S± scalars. Recently, the CMS collaboration
searched for a pair of τ˜ τ˜ in the ττ χ˜0χ˜0 mode (χ˜0 being
the neutralino), in which the hadronic decay modes of
tau leptons are considered [69]. We follow the analysis
procedure presented in Ref. [69], and that enables us
to make a quick comparison of our signals to the SM
backgrounds given there.
We first demand exactly two tau-jets satisfying
pτhT > 40 GeV, |ητh | < 2.1, (26)
where pτhT and η
τh are the transverse momentum and
peseudo-rapidity of the tagged tau-jet τh, respectively.
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FIG. 5. Kinematic distributions of (a) ∆φ(τ1h , τ
2
h), (b)
MT2(τ
1
h , τ
2
h , ~p
invis
T ), (c) 6ET and (d) ΣMT for the signal process
in the ditau mode.
We further require no hard electrons, muons or jets in
the central region; we veto electrons or muons satisfying
p`T > 20 GeV, |η`| < 2.4, (27)
and QCD jets with
pjT > 30 GeV, |ηj | < 2.4. (28)
In the subsequent analysis, three exclusive signal regions
(SRs) are considered [69]:
SR1: MT2(τ
1
h , τ
2
h , ~p
invis
T ) > 90 GeV,
|∆φ(τ1h , τ2h)| > 1.5 ;
SR2: MT2(τ
1
h , τ
2
h , ~p
invis
T ) ∈ [40, 90] GeV,
|∆φ(τ1h , τ2h)| > 1.5 ,
ΣMT > 350 GeV,
6ET > 50 GeV ;
SR3: MT2(τ
1
h , τ
2
h , ~p
invis
T ) ∈ [40, 90] GeV,
|∆φ(τ1h , τ2h)| > 1.5 ,
ΣMT ∈ [300, 350] GeV,
6ET > 50 GeV .
Here, ΣMT denotes the sum of the transverse masses
MT ’s of two final state tau-jets,
ΣMT = MT (τ
1
h , ~p
invis
T ) +MT (τ
2
h , ~p
invis
T ), (29)
and ∆φ(τ1h , τ
2
h) represents the azimuth angle difference
between the two τ -jets. The SR1 aims at a heavy
scalar while the SR2 and SR3 are optimized for a light
scalar. Figure 5 shows the normalized distributions of
∆φ(τ1h , τ
2
h) (a) and MT2(τ
1
h , τ
2
h , ~p
invis
T ) (b) of the signal
process for mS = 70 GeV (black) and mS = 180 GeV
(red) with Bτ = 1. Owing to the spin correlation effects,
the two charged scalars produced through the Drell-Yan
channel exhibit a p-wave angular distribution such that
8TABLE III. Numbers of the signal and background events
in the ditau mode at the 13 TeV LHC with an integrated
luminosity of 100 fb−1. The listed signal regions (SR1, SR2
and SR3) and the corresponding background events in these
signal regions are adapted from Ref. [69]. Note that a trigger
efficiency of 60% is included.
mS = 70 GeV mS = 180 GeV BackgroundBτ = 1 Bτ = 1
No Cut 20979 725 -
SR1 0 4 6
SR2 5 5 12
SR3 3 1 10
the matrix element is proportional to sin θS where θS
denotes the polar angle of the charged scalar in the
center of mass frame. Therefore, the two tau leptons
from the charged scalar decay are boosted and tend to
move back-to-back [70], yielding a peak in the ∆φ(τ1h , τ
2
h)
distribution around 3 for both light and heavy scalars.
Therefore, all the three SRs demand a large ∆φ(τ1h , τ
2
h) to
reduce the SM backgrounds. Also, a heavy scalar exhibits
a harder MT2 distribution than a light scalar, therefore,
the MT2 cut used in the SR1 targets at searching for a
heavy scalar, while the cuts in the SR2 and SR3 are more
effective in searching for a light scalar. Figures 5(c) and
(d) display the normalized distributions of 6ET and ΣMT ,
respectively. Note that the ΣMT cuts in the SR2 and SR3
are optimized for the τ˜ τ˜ searches and may not be the best
choices for searching for a pair of singlet charged scalars.
Nevertheless, we faithfully follow the CMS collaboration.
Table III shows the numbers of the signal and background
events in the three SRs with an integrated luminosity of
100 fb−1. The numbers of signal events shown in the
second row (no cut) do not include the branching ratio
of tau hadronic decays, while a trigger efficiency of tau
jets (60%) is included. The numbers of all background
events in the three SRs, adapted from Ref. [69], are listed
in the fourth column.
With the efficiencies of the signal process in the three
SRs, we are able to discuss the search prospects for the
scalar S± via the ditau mode. To make a better contact
with the search via the dilepton mode, we here assume
the decay branching ratio of S± to the quark final state
is zero, i.e., BJ = 0. One thus can discuss the discovery
or exclusion ability of the ditau mode in terms of an
upper limit on (Be + Bµ), i.e., Bτ = 1 − (Be + Bµ).
Given the presence of three exclusive SRs, we adopt
the same combining procedure as in the dilepton mode,
except that for each value of mS we now look for the
maximally allowed value of (Be+Bµ). Figure 4(a) shows
the discovery region of the ditau mode as a function
of mS ; the orange shaded region corresponds to the
integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1, while for a luminosity
of 300 fb−1 there exist almost no constraints on (Be+Bµ)
(thus not shown). Assuming that the scalar S± only
decays leptonically, we then conclude that at the 13 TeV
LHC with the luminosity of 3000 fb−1 one can discover
the scalar S± up to around 140 GeV.
If null results are reported in the ditau mode, one then
can impose constraints on Bτ . Figure 4(b) displays the
2σ exclusion region of the ditau mode at the 13 TeV
LHC with the integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 (orange
dashed) and 3000 fb−1 (orange shaded). At the high
luminosity LHC, one is able to rule out a singlet charged
scalar with mass below 260 GeV after combining the
dilepton and ditau modes. That significantly improves
the current exclusion limit of 65 GeV from the LEP
searches. The conclusion would be weakened if existing
a substantial decaying ratio of the scalar S± to quark
final states. To incorporate a non-zero BJ , one could
shift the upper limits on (Be + Bµ) from the ditau mode
down by the amount of BJ , while keeping the same
lower limits obtained from the dilepton mode. We note
that the actual value of BJ is very hard to determine
at the LHC, however, it becomes possible at the future
electron-positron colliders [71], which would also probe
more parameter space, especially those not covered in
Figure 4.
IV. CONCLUSION
The collider phenomenology of a weak singlet charged
scalar (S±) is explored in this work. The renormalizable
interactions of the singlet scalar S± with the SM leptons
are severely constrained by current charged lepton rare
decay data. We thus consider the dimension-5 operators
built from the singlet charged scalar and the SM fields.
Other than the fermionic type of dimension-5 operators,
we also identify a bosonic operator H˜†DµHDµS, which
seemingly leads to the decay modes like S± → W±γ.
After performing field redefinitions and introducing
gauge fixing terms, we prove that those bosonic decay
channels do not exist. As a result, the singlet charged
scalar can decay only into a pair of leptons or quarks.
We demonstrate that the existing LEP and LHC
constraints do not exclude a singlet charged scalar as
light as 65 GeV. Assuming that the singlet charged scalar
entirely decays into a pair of leptons, we perform a
collider simulation of the scalar pair production in both
the `±`(′)∓+ 6ET mode (`(′) = e, µ) and τ+τ−+ 6ET mode.
Our study shows that it is very promising to discover
the charged scalar up to about 140 GeV at the 13 TeV
LHC with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. If
no excess were observed eventually, this same integrated
luminosity allows us to exclude a singlet charged scalar
with mass below 260 GeV, assuming that only leptonic
decay channels are present.
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